
What is spatial 
analysis?

Examining the 
characteristics 
or features of 
spatial data, or 
how features 
spatially relate 
to each other



Difference in data resolution:

SRTM data resolution = 30 x 30 m (one pixel)

Population data = 900 x 900 m (one pixel)

What is spatial analysis?



Classic spatial analysis: Dr. John Snow, 
1854 cholera outbreak in London

Image source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Sno
w#/media/File:John_Snow_memorial_
and_pub.jpg

Image source https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Snow-
cholera-map-1.jpg

“Original map by John Snow showing the clusters of cholera cases (indicated by stacked rectangles) in the London 
epidemic of 1854. The contaminated pump is located at the intersection of Broad Street and Cambridge Street (now 
Lexington Street), running into Little Windmill Street.” (Wikipedia)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Snow#/media/File:John_Snow_memorial_and_pub.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Snow-cholera-map-1.jpg


How can data be retrieved from a GIS for analysis?

Query: A query is a request for data or information from a 
database table or combination of tables.

SQL: structured query language – a formal setup for building 
queries using relational operators (=, < >, >=, etc.) or Boolean 
logical operators: (AND, NOT, OR, XOR)



Example of query and its results

SQL

Query: “Where is diabase?”



Examples of Boolean logic (part of SQL):

Intersection

Union

GIS functions:

Image source: 
http://s3.amazonaws.com/libapps/accounts/97400/images/boolean.jpeg

http://s3.amazonaws.com/libapps/accounts/97400/images/boolean.jpeg


Few examples of typical “vector analysis” tasks:

1. Data: hazardous facilities (points); houses and public facilities (points)
Design analysis to estimate number of houses and public facilities 
within 1.5 miles radius from the hazardous facilities

2. Data: archaeological excavation sites (points) with data on found tool materials;  
ancient quarries (points)

Design analysis to categorize archaeological sites in relation to their 
proximities to quarries and used material for tools

3. Data: geological units (polygon); sites with radon concentration (points).
Design analysis to relate radon concentration to different geologic units

4. Data: malaria affected areas (polygons); flooded areas (polygons)
Design analysis to check hypothesis on relationship between malaria and 
excess of water

5. Data: Land cover for Africa (polygons) and political boundary of Ghana (polygon);
We need to create a land cover dataset for Ghana

6. Data: forest stands (polygons); hurricane damaged areas (polygons)
How to evaluate reduction in forest stands (i.e. areas) after hurricane?



How can we perform basic spatial 
analysis in vector GIS?

Geoprocessing: when GIS function is applied to one or more 
(usually two) input datasets and results in a new dataset

Spatial Query OR Selection by Location: selection of records or 
features from one spatial dataset using another.

Non-spatial Query: selection of records in attribute table using 
Boolean or other operators.  



Geoprocessing

“a process in GIS when GIS function is applied to 

one or more (usually just two) input datasets and 

results in a new dataset”



Example: “union” - combines both, features and data in attribute tables

+ =

Shape-ID# Color

1 green
Shape-ID# Color

1 red

Shape-ID1# Shape-ID2# Color1 Shape-ID3# Color2

1 1 green 0

2 1 green 1 red

3 0 1 red

1

3

Basic GIS analysis uses both, spatial and non-spatial features

output (result)input 1 input 2

How does geoprocessing work in GIS?

2



All inputs must be of a common geometry type and the output will be of that 
same geometry type. The output features will have the attributes of all the 
input features which they overlap.

Union can run with a single input feature class or layer. In this case, instead of 
discovering overlap between the polygon features from the different feature classes 
or layers, it will discover the overlap between features within the single input. The 
areas where features overlap will be separated into new features with all the 
attribute information of the input feature.

Union tool in ArcGIS

Image source: ArcGIS Desktop Help 



Selects only features within the common geographic extension and 
combines data in attribute tables

+ =Input data

Intersect data

Shape-ID# Color

1 green Shape-ID# Color

1 red

Shape-ID1# Shape-ID2# Color1 Shape-ID3# Color2

1 1 green 1 red

output (result)input 1 input 2

Intersection tool in ArcGIS



1

2 5

Mixed Geometry Inputs

3

Image source: ArcGIS Desktop Help 

Intersection tool in ArcGIS ( 1 – polygon; 2 – line; 3 – points)



polygons

points

lines

Image source: ArcGIS Desktop Help 

Clip (“cookie cutter”) tool in ArcGIS
Selects only features within the geographic extension of clip feature class 
(dataset) by “clipping” out all external elements of input feature



1

ID# Area County Town

1 1500.00 Harrison Rye

2 2000.00 Harrison Hanes

3 1500.00 Harrison Belvue

4 1500.00 Harriosn Lester

ID# Area_SUM County

1 6500.00 Harrison

1
2

3

4

Useful tool to reduce a number of 
features in input dataset

Dissolve tool in ArcGIS

dissolve works on a specific attribute in input data

Input Output

Reduces number of features in the input dataset by eliminating boundaries 
between features with similar attribute values



Spatial Query
OR

Select by Location



Example of Spatial Query in ArcGIS:

Vesuvius



Spatial Selection options:



Non-Spatial Query



Example of Non-Spatial 
Query in ArcGIS:



Geoprocessing with 
Raster Data



Function is a tool of analysis that contains either Boolean logic statement or mathematical equation. 

Local
Functions applied to one cell or pixel (e.g. re-classification of cell values)

Global
Functions applied to the whole grid (e.g. interpolation with spline method)

Focal
Functions applied to the cell neighborhood (e.g. focal variety, function looking for the number of unique values in the 

neighborhood)

Zonal
Functions applied to specific zones within the grid (e.g. tabulation of data within specific areas, aka zonal statistics)

Map Algebra (Raster Calculator) Basics

Local, Focal, Zonal, Global Functions:



Local Functions
Applied to one cell or pixel at a time. Examples: Classification of cell values, function Reclassify or Con (condition 

statement) or IsNull (checks for NoData values), etc.

Grid 1 Grid 2

Another local function example would be function that converts 
units from meters to feet, or function that converts grid values 
from decimals to integers, etc.

Grid 1 classes: 
50 – 60
61 – 70
71 - 80

Grid 2 classes:
1
2
3

Example: 

RECLASSIFY

Spatial Analyst Tools  Reclass  Reclassify



Example: Con([soil] == 1 & [landclass] == 2, 1, 0)

Means: “For every combination of values = 1 in SOIL grid AND values = 2 in LANDCLASS grid 

assign value 1; the rest of pixels assign value = 0”

Conditional statement:
If Value, …then New Value …

Con ( ) function has the following syntax:

Con(condition,if TRUE condition,if FALSE condition)

If you do not specify “if FALSE condition”, by default 
they will be assigned NoData value; 

Note where commas are placed, see example below:

Spatial Analyst Tools  Map Algebra  Raster Calculator

soil
landclass



Global Functions
Functions applied to the whole grid by evaluating all values simultaneously.

Example: interpolation with spline method that interpolates surface from discrete measurements using 
all data in one applied function (mathematical system of equations)

Discrete 
values

Surface

Spline function creates the
surface while preserving
original “input” values.

It uses mathematical function
that “fit” surface through all

“input” points.

“Input” grid “Output” grid



Focal Functions.
Functions applied to the cell neighborhood. Examples: Extracting maximum values, interpolation with inversed 

distance weight (IDW), focalsum, focalmin, etc.

Neighborhood consists of 
number of surrounding cells.

(red rectangle).

It uses statistical function
that utilizes values of the 

neighborhood points and then
attributes “analyzed” cell with 

the resultant value.

In this example we calculate 
“maximum” value using 8 cells
as a neighborhood and placing

the result in the 9th “analyzed” cell.
.

“Input” grid “Output” grid

Main neighborhood functions: focalmin, focalmax, focalmean, focalvariety)

Focalmax



Practical Example of Modeling Using Focal Functions.

Gorokhovich Y., A. Voros, M. Reid, E. Mignone. 2003. Prioritizing Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Projects Within Contiguous 
United States Using Geographic Information System Extrapolation. Environmental Management, October 2, vol. 32, issue 4.



This extrapolation analysis takes into account four elements that contributed to the success 
of the Bark Camp project: abandoned mines, sources of fly ash, dredging projects, and 
railroad transportation. Combined into one spatial data set, these factors provide a basis for 
the GIS software to do a systematic search within specified distances on places outside 
the original Bark Camp location, where all four factors would be available.

Practical Example of Modeling Using Focal Function Focalvariety

Gorokhovich Y., A. Voros, M. Reid, E. Mignone. 2003. Prioritizing Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Projects Within Contiguous 
United States Using Geographic Information System Extrapolation. Environmental Management, October 2, vol. 32, issue 4.



Abandoned mines that can be reclaimed using resources similar to Bark Camp 
available within the radius of 40 km in Pennsylvania (PA), Illinois (IL), Missouri 
(MO), West Virginia (WV), Virginia (VA), Alabama (AL), and Washington (WA).

Practical Example of Modeling Using Focal Functions.

Gorokhovich Y., A. Voros, M. Reid, E. Mignone. 2003. Prioritizing Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Projects Within Contiguous 
United States Using Geographic Information System Extrapolation. Environmental Management, October 2, vol. 32, issue 4.



Zonal Statistics: example below is “As Table”: 

ArcToolBox  Spatial Analyst Tools  Zonal  Zonal Statistics as a Table

Statistical functions use cells in the “input grid” to calculate statistics within areas in another grid 
defined as zones.  Zones can refer to flooded area, volcanic eruption extent, tsunami extent, landslide, 
etc.  In vector data zones are defined as areas that have identical attribute values (characters or 
integers). In raster data zones are defined as clusters of cells with the same values. The result is either 
a table OR a grid with the result of analysis. 

Input data

Output (table):

Input grid
where cell size = 1000 x 1000

“Computer does…”
Grid with Zones

3
2

1

zo
ne

s

Sum

600

749

1133



Each country is a polygon, a “zone”, vector 

Precipitation layer is a “raster value”, rate, mm/hr

Example of Zonal Statistics:

We need to calculate precipitation statistics for each 
country



Example of Zonal Statistics:
CNTRY_NAME is our table attribute that we select to define zones; 
MIN, MAX, etc are statistical data obtained for each zone (i.e. CNTRY_NAME)



Raster Data Analysis Tools in ArcMap

Zonal Statistics in ArcToolbox:



Raster Analysis Setting in ArcGIS: example from Zonal Statistics

Main settings:

1. Working directory (workspace)
2. Mask
3. Extent (also has “snap option”)
4. Cell size

My favorite option in Processing Extent: Same As 
Display: clips your data to current Display extent

By setting “Output Coordinates” 
you can re-project your raster 
data simultaneously with your 
analysis; just to avoid extra work 
and make sure that all output 
grids are consistent in spatial 
reference.



By setting ‘Same As 
Display’ you can set up any 
area you wish prior to setting 
and the output will be 
“clipped” to that area. This 
helps you to reduce dataset 
and avoid extra work with 
“clipping” or extracting 
required raster data for your 
analysis later.

Snap Raster helps to 
maintain consistency in 
grid’s geometry; sometimes 
grids can shift by almost half 
of the pixel 

Raster Analysis Setting in ArcGIS: example from Zonal Statistics



Zonal Function Tabulate Areas: 

Classic example of analysis: how much area/pixels of 
landcover categories are contained in various watersheds?

“landcover” grid with various categories (e.g. 10 
– deciduous; 11 – grass, 12 – bare surface, 13 -
coniferous). Can be only raster.

watershed basins. 

Can be vector or 

raster. In this case 

it is raster.

Calculates cross-tabulated areas between two datasets and outputs a table.



IsNull( ) – converts NoData values into other values, e.g. 0  or 1. 

By default, NoData will be assigned 1 and other values = 0 

Can be used with Con( ) function in raster analysis (see example below)

In this example Con( ) function 

is used to convert NoData

values into 0 and leave other 

values intact. 

Control of IsNull( ) using Con( )

IsNull function in raster analysis
During geoprocessing “NoData” value takes precedence



Statement:    outputgrid1 = con(ingrid1 > 5, 100, 50) 

Explanation: if ingrid1 > 5, then output grid = 100, otherwise output grid = 50

Statement:     outputgrid1 = con(ingrid1 < 7, sin(ingrid1), cos(ingrid1)) 

Explanation: if ingrid1 < 7, then output grid = sin(ingrid1), otherwise output 

grid = cos(ingrid1)

Statement:     outputgrid1 = con(ingrid1 == 6, 500, ingrid1) 

Explanation: if ingrid1 = 6, then outputgrid1 = 500, otherwise leave original 

values of ingrid1)

Con( ) (Conditional Function): 
one of the most powerful tools in raster analysis:

General syntax: con (if statement, then (true) statement, otherwise (false) statement)



Con ( ) Function in Raster Calculator (aka Map Algebra):

If population greater than 100 assign value 1; if otherwise (i.e. FALSE) assign value 0) 



Example from ArcMap:

ArcToolbox Spatial Analyst Tools  Conditional  Con

Con ( ) Function in Spatial Analyst Tools:

In this example value = 2 from the landgrid raster data will be reclassified into value = 10
and the rest of values from the landgrid data will be preserved with their original values



Doocy S., Y. Gorokhovich, G. Burnham, D. Balk, C. Robinson. 2007. Tsunami Mortality Estimates and Vulnerability 
Mapping in Aceh, Indonesia. American Journal of Public Health. Supplement 1, 2007, Vol 97, No. S1, pp.S146 – S151.

An example of geoprocessing with vector and raster data: 

Tsunami 
Wave, 
Dec. 24, 
2004

Question: 

Can we estimate 
affected population 
using GIS models?

Approach:

use GIS model to 
estimate affected 
population and 
compare numbers with 
measured (in the field) 
data.



Elevation map of the area of 
study overlaid with

“areas at risk” (red color) 
model; “areas at risk” are 

locations where population 
could be affected by 

tsunami

An example of geoprocessing with vector and raster data: 

Data integration and verification of “areas at risk”:

GIS ModelLandsat change 
detection

Comparison between Landsat 
and GIS Model “areas at risk”

aspect > 180o - reflects 
the orientation of the 
coastline to the tsunami 
epicenter;

slope < 15o - most 
favorable terrain 
characteristics that 
influence max wave 
height and in-land 
distance; 

elevation < 10 m - the 
area most likely to be 
affected by the tsunami; 

maximum inundation 
depth = 4 km - limit the 
area at risk within a 4 km 
distance of the coastline. 

Data Used: 

Shuttle Radar 
Topographic Mission 
(SRTM), resolution 90 x 
90 m

Administrative 
boundaries of Indonesia



Difference in data resolution:
SRTM data (blue pixels) resolution = 90 x 90 m (one pixel)

Population data (large green pixels) = 900 x 900 m (one pixel)

An example of geoprocessing with vector and raster data: 
Estimating area weighted affected population for “areas at risk” 
areas

Affected Population = 
Population Value x Total area of “areas at risk”

Area of “Population” pixel

where: 
Total area of “areas at risk” = 90 x 90 x number of “areas
at risk” pixels



An example of geoprocessing with vector and raster data: 



An example of geoprocessing with vector and raster data: 
Environmental Indicator: (population at risk divided by area at risk) multiplied by the length of the 
coastline of associated administrative unit. The length of the coastline is important since most of 
population resides on the coast.

To express the influence of the orientation of the shoreline in relation to tsunami epicenter, negative 
values were assigned to the coastline lengths within 0 to 180o of aspect, and positive values were 
assigned to the coastline lengths with orientation greater than 180°.

Correlation between the environmental vulnerability index and mortality estimates produced a 
satisfactory result with r2=0.58. 



Model Builder



Why use Model Builder?

• Repetitive tasks

– Minimize grunt work

– Efficiently use frequently accessed tools

• Documentation of your work

– Models describe connections and relationships in the abstract 

form; algorithm construction



• Fast analysis within ArcGIS, efficient use of geodatabases

• Re-run same model with different parameters or inputs

• Can accomplish complex modeling structure

• Graphical documentation/representation of your work

• Can save to a script (Java, VB, Python)

Why use Model Builder?



What is Model Builder?



Model Builder is an application you use to create, edit, and manage 

models. The basic layout of the model is shown in the model layout page, 

with colored graphic shapes representing your model inputs (blue), 

processes (yellow), outputs (green), etc.

What is Model Builder?



What is Model Builder?



What is Model Builder?

The above model is used by a municipality to send e-mail notifications to all 
addresses within 1 mile of an address for which a building permit application 
is filed. 



Model Builder has three sets of 
properties to alter a model:

Model properties—These 
properties allow you to change 
model name, label, description, 
relative path, parameter 
properties, model environments, 
help, and iteration. 

Diagram properties—These 
properties allow you to change the 
arrangements of elements on the 
diagram and overall diagram color 
and style. 

Display properties—These 
properties allow you to change the 
look of individual elements and 
other graphic properties. 

Using Model Builder

Right-click on display



A model process consists of a tool and all variables connected to it. 

Connector lines indicate the sequence of processing. Many processes 

can be chained together to create a larger process.

Using Model Builder



When a model is run, output data is created for each process in the 
model. Some of this output data is only created as a middle step to 
connect to other processes that will create the final output. The data 
generated from these middle steps, called intermediate data, is often 
(but not always) of no use once the model has finished running. 

Using Model Builder



Using Model Builder: click & drag
• Drag input datasets to ModelBuilder screen
• Drag tools to screen from ArcToolbox
• Connect inputs (variables) and tools with arrows
• Set up process options and settings
• Run model

Run Model

Connect 
variable (input) 

to process

Simple Model

1. Select a wilderness area 

from layer (Dolly Sods, 

etc)

2. Create shapefile from 

Wilderness Area 

selection

3. Clip trails layer to create 

final shapefile

Click-and-drag tools 
in ModelBuilder



Variables are elements in a model that hold a value or a reference to data 
stored on disk. A variable can be created and used as a tool parameter. There 
are two types of variables:

• Data variables are model elements that contain descriptive information about 
data stored on disk. Properties of data that are described in a data variable 
include field information, spatial reference, and path.

• Value variables are values such as strings, numbers, Booleans (true/false 
values), spatial references, linear units, or extents. Value variables contain 
anything but references to data stored on disk. 

Using Model Builder: variables



Model parameters are the parameters that appear on the model tool dialog 
box. Any variable in the model can be made a model parameter. Only 
expose as parameters those variables whose values the model user 
should specify each time the model is run.

Using Model Builder: parameters

To designate model 
variables as parameters so 
they will be included on the 
model tool dialog box, the 
model must be edited in 
ModelBuilder.

Right-click a variable and 
click Model Parameter. On 
this shortcut menu, a check 
appears next to Model 
Parameter. In the model, a 
letter P appears beside the 
variable, indicating it has been 
made a model parameter.



Exposing a tool parameter as a variable is useful when that parameter 
must be user specified every time the model is run.

Using Model Builder: parameters



To change the parameter type:

In the Catalog window or ArcToolbox
window, right-click the model tool and click 
Properties. Or do one of the following: 

In the ModelBuilder menu, click Model 
> Model Properties. 
Right-click anywhere on the model 
diagram and click Model Properties.

Click the Parameters tab. 

Select the parameter and click in the Type 
cell for that parameter. 

Choose Required or Optional from the drop-
down list and click OK.

Tool parameters can either be required or optional. Optional parameters 
have "(optional)" automatically appended to their label, as illustrated below.

Using Model Builder: parameters



Using Model Builder: validation
Model validation means verifying that all data elements and parameter 
values are valid. Validating will return has-been-run processes to their 
ready-to-run state. 

Variable value validation

Data validation



Using Model Builder: running model
There are three ways to run a model from within Model Builder:

Run Single tool—Select one tool, right-click, then click Run. Earlier processes in the 
chain also run if needed. Later processes in the chain do not run; however, if they are 
in the has-been-run process state, their state changes back to ready-to-run.

Run Ready-to-run tools—Click Run from the Model menu or the run tool on Model 
Builder toolbar. All tools that are in a ready-to-run state run. 

Run entire model—Click Run Entire Model from the Model menu. This runs all tools 
that are in a ready-to-run state.



Model inputs and outputs can be automatically added to the ArcMap
table of contents after model execution by using the Add To Display 
option.

Right-click any data variable and click Add To Display, as shown 
below. 

Using Model Builder: adding output
to ArcMap display



Using Model Builder: saving models
• Can be stored only in custom toolbox
• When first time you create a model, you 

will need to save it as a module (with a 
name) inside your own toolbox.

1. Create New ToolBox
button

2. Save as a tool within 
your ToolBox



http://www.uvm.edu/~joneildu/Video/GIS_Open/ModelBuilder/ModelBuilder.html

Example of Model Builder Use:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89I_r3n23YY

Brief Introduction to Model Builder:

Useful links:

http://www.uvm.edu/%7Ejoneildu/Video/GIS_Open/ModelBuilder/ModelBuilder.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89I_r3n23YY
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